Bumbleberries Quilt
Designed and made by Sally Ablett
Size: 46” x 52”
Block: 6½“ x 6½”

DESIGN 1

DESIGN 2

Same quilts with a different colour background

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS (Bumbleberries SS18 Collection)

DESIGN (1 and 2)
Fabric 1:
Fabric 1:
Fabric 2:
Fabric 3:
Fabric 4:
Fabric 5:
Fabric 6:
Wadding

1¾yd - 1.60mtr - BB20 (Black) for dark background quilt (design 1)
1¾yd - 1.60mtr - BB40 (Cream) for light background quilt (design 2)
½yd - ½mtr - BB143 (Multi creams)
⅜yd - 40cm - BB144 (Multi pink and oranges)
⅜yd - 40cm - BB145 (Multi green and blues)
⅜yd - 40cm - BB146 (Multi pink and purples)
⅜yd - 40cm - BB147 (Multi greys and black)
and backing 50” x 56”

Use ¼" seam allowance throughout. Press all seams open unless otherwise noted

CUTTING
1. From fabric 1 (Black OR Cream) cut:
2 x 2½" x 48½" (join your fabric strips for the length)
2 x 2½" x 46½" (join your fabric strips for the length)
28 x 6½" x 6½"
28 x 2½" x 2½"
2. From fabric 2 cut:
56 x 2½" x 4½“
3. From fabric 3 cut:
16 x 2½" x 4½"
16 x 2⅞" x 2⅞" cut in half diagonally once
4. From fabric 4 cut:
16 x 2½" x 4½"
16 x 2⅞" x 2⅞" cut in half diagonally once
5. From fabric 5 cut:
16 x 2½" x 4½"
16 x 2⅞" x 2⅞" cut in half diagonally once
6. From fabric 6 cut:
16 x 2½" x 4½"
16 x 2⅞" x 2⅞" cut in half diagonally once

MAKING UP THE BLOCKS

Block 1
Lay out your fabric pieces for each of the blocks as in the main diagram
This block is made up from a partial seam
Take a strip of fabric and place onto the square, with right sides together. Your strip will overhang
the square
Stitch down about half way, but do not sew to the end. Press the seam towards the strip
Now place the second strip onto the block and sew into place. Again press this towards the seam
As with the second strip apply the third and fourth strips
Now sew down the last bit of seam to make the block up. Press well
Make 28 in total.

Block 2 (you will need to cut away the corners on this one)
2⅛" -------

------- 2⅛"

Cut away a 2⅛" on each
corner (the grey part)

2⅛" -------

------- 2⅛"

Do this to all the 6½" x 6½” fabric pieces

Sew the colour triangles to the centre block as in the main diagram. You will have a little ear
hanging over on each side of the corners
Sew all 28 blocks

MAKING UP THE QUILT
Lay out the blocks for each row, sew them together

Do this to all the rows

Next sew the rows together to complete the quilt top
Border: stitch the sides and then the top and bottom

COMPLETION
1. Sandwich quilt top, wadding and backing. Pin or baste layers
2. Quilt as desired
3. Double bind edges with 2½" fabric 1 strips
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